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Abstract: Utilizing rich end user context information is viewed as one of the necessary
approaches in developing more personalized mobile services and user experiences. The
practical impact of end user context research and new opportunities in the field provided by
emerging data collection methods such as handset-based measurements (i.e., collecting usage
data directly from the end users’ devices) have inspired new highly interesting large scale
empirical context studies, but also brought quite diverse usage of the term context itself. Proper
discussion and usage of context requires an unambiguous statement of how the term is
understood in the particular case. On one hand the term should be positioned with the existing
and commonly understood general definitions, but on the other hand it should also be
acknowledged that especially an empirical research paper, or a context-aware service, can grasp
only some specific aspects or elements of context. This paper proposes a context classification
framework that aims to clarify the use of the term context in handset-based related end user
studies. The framework is partly based on the experimental experience accumulated in our own
handset panel studies. While helping researchers to plan context data acquisition and
communicate and position the end user context elements used, the framework helps other
stakeholders, such as application developers and service providers, to identify and utilize
research and data most relevant for their particular needs. The paper also demonstrates the
expressivity of the framework by examples.
Keywords: context, end user, handset-based measurements, framework, privacy
Categories: H.1.0, H.4.0, K.8.0

1

Introduction

End user context information is regarded as one of the key components in developing
services and user experiences that adapt to mobile users’ capabilities and needs.
Mobile services and applications that are more personalized, and respond properly to
the changing usage situations of an end user, i.e., are context-aware, require richer
context information to work with and adjust to. It is, however, wise to take a step back
and take a look at what is actually meant by the term context in these mobile and
context-aware computing domains. In short, context is often regarded as something
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that characterizes the situation of a user. However, many differing definitions and
interpretations of context [Dey, 01a], [Dourish, 04], [Tamminen, 04] exist. A single
commercial application or an empirical research paper usually grasps only some
specific aspects of context such as location, semantic place and/or surrounding
people. Thus, on practical level and in the case of single studies it is often useful to
define context quite case specifically as suggested in [Barkhuus, 03]. On the other
hand, however, if a single context study wants to be recognized as a part of the whole
context/context-aware research the case specific definition needs to be positioned
with the more general definitions used in the domain. Previously, many empirical
studies have, indeed, defined and used the term context very case specifically, but
without putting much weight on positioning their definition with the more general
definitions and categorizations. Examples include [Verkasalo, 08] using the term
context while meaning semantic place, [Liang, 11] meaning physical place and task at
hand, [Do, 11] meaning semantic place and proximity of other people, and [Böhmer,
11] meaning time of day and location.
One of the emerging methods of acquiring rich context information is through
handset-based measurements, i.e., collecting data directly from the smartphones of
opted-in users. In the recent years researchers, not only from purely technical fields,
but also increasingly from the fields related to human behavior, have started to realize
the potential of smartphones in acquiring rich behavioral data [Raento, 05]. As stated
in [Miller, 12], smartphones are ubiquitous, unobtrusive, intimate, sensor-rich,
computationally powerful, and remotely accessible. For these reasons smartphones
are highly suitable for gathering precise and objective data on the real-world behavior
and surroundings of millions of people. The potential of acquiring rich context
information from the handsets is evident, but due to limitations in data collection
platforms, devices at hand and other restrictions in the study/research setups, also the
handset-based studies have to settle for a limited and case specific view on the broad
context or situation of the end user – at least for now.
This paper proposes an end user context classification framework for handsetbased studies. We consider such a framework necessary and possible because of the
experimental experience accumulated in our panel studies (e.g., [Karikoski, 13],
[Soikkeli, 11], [Verkasalo, 08]) and in those of others (e.g., [Do, 11], [Eagle, 06]).
The motivation for the framework is to assist in taking into consideration the case
specific nature of single handset-based context studies and at the same time position
the study according to the more general definitions of context. The paper also
demonstrates the expressivity of the framework by examples.
The paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides background for handsetbased measurements, and the concept of end user context. Chapter 3 presents the end
user context classification framework, and Chapter 4 demonstrates the expressivity of
the framework through examples. Chapter 5 concludes the paper and considers future
work.

2

Background

This chapter provides the background on handset-based measurements as a data
collection method. Then we take a look at some of the previous context definitions
and categorizations in an effort to provide background for the term end user context
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and the framework. We also go through some general approaches for utilizing
contextual data. Finally, we introduce some of the most central stakeholders in the
handset-based context data “ecosystem”.
2.1

Handset-based measurements

Gathering diverse data from smartphones of individual users for research purposes is
a relatively new approach. This is quite obvious since capable enough devices have
not been around that long. At the moment, however, interest towards these so called
handset-based measurements is increasing rapidly and multiple data collection efforts
have been conducted around the world. One of the first platforms for collecting data
from smartphones was the ContextPhone, developed by [Raento, 05]. It included a
ContextLogger, which collected data related to the user’s location, device interaction,
communication patterns and physical environment (namely, surrounding Buetooth
devices). For example, [Eagle, 06] used the ContextPhone platform in their Reality
Mining project where various aspects of human behavior were measured with the use
of smartphones. The topic has been of interest also in the industry. [Nokia, 07]
developed SmartPhone360 data collection software with an aim to study mobile
service usage in Finland. SmartPhone360 tracked, e.g., the user’s location,
communication patterns, app launches and installations, phone charging and network
usage. Lately also open data collection platforms, such as the Funf Open Sensing
Framework developed by MIT Media Lab [Aharony, 11], have emerged. The Funf
framework provides ‘an open source, reusable set of functionalities, enabling the
collection, uploading, and configuration of a wide range of data types’. A more
comprehensive listing of different handset-based data collection platforms can be
found, for example, in [Karikoski, 12].
Research utilizing handset-based data collected directly from smartphones
include studies focusing mainly on the general usage of mobile services and
applications (e.g., [Kekolahti, 13], [Shepard, 10], [Verkasalo, 08], [Xu, 09]); studies
focusing on diversity of smartphone usage (e.g., [Falaki, 10], [Shepard, 10], [Soikkeli,
13]); studies focusing on contextual patterns of mobile service and application usage
(e.g., [Do, 11], [Karikoski, 13], [Soikkeli, 13], [Verkasalo, 08]) and studies focusing
on social networks and social relations among smartphone users (e.g., [Eagle, 09],
[Karikoski, 10]).
As noted above, different implementations of handset-based measurement
platforms/software exist. In principle, however, many of the platforms use very
similar logic in the data collection process. Usually the first step is to distribute a data
collection client to the smartphones of target group users. Different approaches have
been utilized, ranging from small student/personnel panels inside a university to
country-wide panels and all the way to user groups of whoever is interested in
downloading the client from an app store or an equivalent. In the first two of the
described cases a planned recruiting process is needed. After the client is installed
into the users’ devices, configured data types are collected and periodically sent from
the devices to a database. Some data collection platforms provide additional features
that allow, for example, sending pop-up questionnaires and instructions to the users
during the data collection. At the end, the usage of the data is dictated by contracts
between the stakeholders participating in the data collection.
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Table 1 gives an example of the different data types that can be collected with
handset-based measurements. This particular example is based on the capabilities
existing at the moment in the Funf framework [Aharony, 11]. Number of data types
and the level of detail in the actual data are limited by the capabilities of the device
the data collection client is installed into. However, in principle the most advanced
devices are able to produce very rich data without any additional user participation.
Data Type
Positioning
Social
Motion (sensors)
Environment (sensors)
Device
Device Interaction

Details
GPS (Global Positioning System), Bluetooth, WiFi, Cell
Contact, Call Log, SMS (Short Message Service)
Accelerometer, Gravity, Gyroscope, Orientation, Rotation
Light, Proximity, Magnetic Field, Pressure, Temperature
Battery, Hardware Info, Time Offset, Telephony
Running Applications, Applications, Screen, Browser Bookmarks,
Browser Searches, Videos, Audio Files, Images

Table 1: Example of handset-based data types (based on the Funf framework
[Aharony, 11])
2.2
2.2.1

Understanding and utilizing end user context
Context definition

The word context has its roots in the Latin word contextus (con- ‘together’ + textere
‘to weave’). In the modern language context is: ‘The circumstances that form the
setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully
understood.’ For example, in linguistics context is: ‘The parts of something written or
spoken that immediately precede and follow a word or passage and clarify its
meaning.’ [Oxford Dictionaries, 14] The linguistic definition of context was brought
to the realm of computer science by computational linguistics. It is an important
component in the problem of word sense disambiguation, which is highly relevant,
e.g., in machine translation and search engine development [Miller, 95]. More
recently, the emergence of more portable and capable computing devices has induced
the realization that also the computer systems themselves need to be increasingly
sensitive to their context [Lieberman, 00]. The advent of the fields of ubiquitous
computing [Weiser, 93] and context-awareness [Schilit, 94] brought also the user and
her context more tightly into the discussion.
One of the most widely accepted definitions of context, related to ubiquitous
computing and context-awareness, is provided by [Dey 01a]. It states that: ‘Context is
any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and applications
themselves.’ [Dourish, 04] argues that Dey’s definition, among many others in the
context-awareness domain, consider context as a representational problem. Dourish
himself regards context as an interactional problem where context is a relational
(something may or may not be contextually relevant to particular activity) and
occasioned (i.e., not stable) property, its scope of features is defined dynamically and
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it arises from activity. Based on these properties Dourish wants to avoid viewing
context as information that can be somehow encoded and represented. Obviously, the
whole situation cannot be encoded, but if we are interested in some aspects of it in
practical applications, the representational perspective is required. Dey’s definition
accepts the limited view on context and does not, in fact, rule out any dynamic
changes in the represented features of context, e.g., over time or activity. In this paper
we follow Dey’s definition of context, and because the entity we are interested in is
the mobile end user, we use a term end user context.
2.2.2

Context categorization

In addition to different definitions of context, existing context-aware computing
literature has put some effort in categorizing or classifying context. [Dey, 01b]
introduces four categories or characteristics of context information – identity,
location, status (or activity), and time. Identity refers basically to a unique identifier
assigned to an entity. Location means more than just coordinates; it could include,
e.g., orientation, elevation or places. Status (or activity) refers to the characteristics of
the entity. Time is used normally in conjunction with other context information to
provide a timestamp or time period for the other context information. [Schmidt, 99]
proposes a working model of context for context-aware computing. They divide
context into two high level categories, namely Human Factors and Physical
Environment. Human Factors are divided further into User, Social Environment, and
Task, whereas Physical Environment is divided into Conditions, Infrastructure, and
Location. These features can be then divided even further. For example, one element
of Conditions can be light and one element of light can be wavelength. In the
considerations of [Schmidt, 99], time adds a historical dimension as context history is
regarded important for approximation of a given situation or environment. [Xu, 09]
use a similar high-level division of context by dividing it into Personal Context
(profile, emotion, mobility, social state, and intention/task) and Environmental
Context (where, with whom, what resource, temporal and physical condition). [Hong,
07] divides context into Computing context referring to hardware configurations used,
User context representing all the human factors and Physical context referring to the
other information provided by the real-world environment. [Henricksen, 04] classifies
context based on the principal sources of context information. This leads to three
context types, namely Profiled, Sensed, and Derived contexts. Profiled context refers
to user-supplied context information, Sensed to context information acquired from
physical and logical sensors, and Derived to context information that is inferred from
“base” context information (e.g., from Profiled and/or Sensed) by using some
derivation process.
2.2.3

Context utilization

Contextual information has no value if it is not used for gaining valuable insight and
then acting upon it. [Perera, 14] presents a context lifecycle model for contextual data
in context-aware software systems. The context lifecycle includes: (1) context
acquisition, (2) context modeling, (3) context reasoning, and (4) context dissemination
(e.g., for an application to act upon). As the context definitions and categorizations
provide conceptual tools for understanding and representing context, the context
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lifecycle model takes a firmer stance on practical context utilization. Context
acquisition phase covers the techniques for acquiring raw contextual data. These
might include considerations on different acquisition processes (e.g., the profiled,
sensed, derived approach by [Henricksen, 04] mentioned above), data sources (e.g.,
directly from the device or through some mediator service), different types of sensors
to be used (physical, virtual or logical), and data collection frequencies.
Context modeling considers the techniques for representing context. According
to [Perera, 14], in a context modeling process context information is defined as
attributes, characteristics, relationships with other context information, quality-ofcontext attributes and queries for context requests. Incoming context information is
then accumulated in the defined format and made available for further use when
required. The defined formats and parameters in them, however, vary widely from
solution to solution. The research domain of ubiquitous user modeling [Berkovsky,
09] aims at reducing this variation. In particular, it has focused on developing (i)
generalized models for semantically standardized formats and parameters, and (ii)
mediation and hybridization techniques to overcome the heterogeneity in data and
modelling techniques. The most used context modeling techniques currently in use,
according to [Perera, 14], are key-value modeling, markup scheme modeling,
graphical modeling, object based modeling, logic based modeling and ontology based
modeling. Context reasoning refers to techniques for inferring new, higher level,
knowledge from the available context information. [Perera, 14] classifies the
reasoning techniques into six categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
rules, fuzzy logic, ontological reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning. Finally, context
dissemination refers to techniques for delivering the context information. Some of the
techniques include query, i.e., sending the information upon a formulated request, and
subscription, i.e., sending the information upon agreed rules, e.g., periodically or after
a certain event.
2.3

Stakeholders

Handset-based context data are seen as a valuable asset in the mobile domain. It can
be used to gain useful behavioral information about users, customers, consumers, i.e.,
about human beings, and to build better, more adaptive and more personalized mobile
services. Only the perspectives might vary depending on which stakeholders are
asked. Below we describe the most notable stakeholders in the handset-based context
data “ecosystem”.
2.3.1

End user

The end user and her device are in the center of the handset-based context data
“ecosystem”. The end user is the primary data subject. The data are collected from the
user’s device and these data are assumed to describe the situation of the user. In
principle the user needs an incentive to participate in this type of data gathering. In an
academic setting the benefits for the end user might be monetary compensation,
vouchers, “free” devices, or just the pure joy of contributing to academic research. In
some service type of settings (e.g., “regular” smartphone apps collecting various data)
the end user trades her data for a service. Often the service providers state that the
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data are used for better services and better user experiences (e.g., personalization).
The risks for the end user relate to data privacy issues.
2.3.2

Other users

As described above, the data are collected from the primary data subject’s device.
However, these data might include information that can risk also the privacy of other
users. Bluetooth traces, photos, audio or video might exist which can be linked, e.g.,
to location information. Also calling and messaging information might exist which by
definition involves also other users than only the primary data subject. On the other
hand, as user behavior is understood better through handset-based research and better
services are provided, all users, including not only the current but also future users,
will benefit. Users who manage to avoid disclosing handset-based data can get the
benefits without the costs associated to such data disclosing and thus be free riders in
this sense.
2.3.3

Universities and research institutes

Universities and research institutes are interested mainly in academic research around
handset-based context data. Initially the handset-based research was quite technology
oriented; developing handset-based data collection methodologies and measurement
platforms. More recently the possibilities provided by such data have awoken also
social science oriented researchers. The benefits of this kind of approach include, for
example, continuous measurements in the real world, large scale datasets and
objectivity (at least in principle) and unobtrusiveness compared to traditional surveys
and interviews. The potential risks revolve around acquiring suitable technical and
data analysis skills, acquiring representative datasets (e.g., smartphones required by
participants), low control over participants, handling the data securely and taking the
privacy and anonymity aspects into account.
2.3.4

Device vendors, operating system vendors, mobile service providers,
application developers

Here we bundle together industry actors that produce and develop products and/or
services through which the actors are usually able to gain access to handset-based
data. Modern handsets, mobile operating systems, services and applications can by
default have such features that enable collection and sending rich behavioral data
back to the actors themselves. The benefits of this include data driven approaches to
develop better products, services and user experiences to attract new customers and
lock in the old ones. Also using the data for marketing purposes or selling to third
parties is quite a common practice. The risks relate especially to privacy issues.
Nowadays the companies handle these mainly with terms and conditions contracts,
but if the observed actions are deemed unfair or unreasonable the customers might
vote with their feet.
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Market research companies

Some market research companies1 exist that have put effort in capturing the mobile
device market, mobile media consumption and mobile user behavior, at least partially,
through handset-based measurements. These kinds of companies have usually
proprietary handset-based measurement platforms and established channels for
participant recruitment. The data are collected and analyzed to gain market insight
information to be sold to advertisers, marketers and in general to those who want to
utilize information of mobile consumer behavior in their business. The benefits
include direct and continuous data from the users and services under interest, large
scale or targeted datasets depending on the purpose, and relatively easy management
of user panels when in place. The risks relate to developing the technical platforms,
acquiring users for the panels, and data security and privacy issues.
2.3.6

Legislator

The legislator is not directly involved in collection, analysis or usage of handset-based
context data, but it needs to be familiar with the pros and cons of such efforts.
Handset-based context data are very privacy sensitive. The legislator has to balance
between social and economic benefits and the risks associated to possible privacy
infringements arising from these kinds of data and related analysis. Finding this
balance requires also extensive cooperation between all of the stakeholders.

3

End user context classification framework

In this chapter we propose an end user context classification framework for handsetbased studies. The framework attempts to take into consideration the case specific
nature of single handset-based measurements related context studies and operational
context-awareness efforts, but also helps in positioning the case specific contexts with
the broader meaning of context. The work towards the framework is essentially based
on the traditional analysis-synthesis approach [Ritchey, 91]. The analysis leans on
experience from our own handset-based studies and on literature review of the
domain. It examines characteristics of and linkages between different end user context
elements deemed identifiable in a handset-based study setting. In its essence the
synthesis is constructing a structured whole from the individual context elements in
order to represent the end user context.
We start the positioning effort from the widely used context definition of [Dey,
01a] [see Chapter 2]. In the case of handset-based measurements the entities whose
context can somehow be described are the handset or smartphone itself and the end
user of the smartphone. Our main interest is the end user and thus the framework
itself is positioned so that it considers any information available through handsetbased measurements that can be used to characterize the situation of an end user. It
should be acknowledged that the end user’s handset works as a proxy in determining
the end user’s situation. Given the ubiquitous and intimate nature of the modern
smartphone, we believe this assumption is justified in the majority of cases.
1

For example Arbitron Inc. www.arbitron.com, comScore Inc. www.comscore.com and
Nielsen Company www.nielsen.com are such market research companies.
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The proposed framework is depicted in Figure 1. The framework is based on and
combines the context categorization approaches of [Schmidt, 99] and [Henricksen,
04]. The former is one of the first works that articulated clearly the distinction
between context related to human factors and context related to physical environment.
This is now quite a commonly used distinction and integrating it into the framework
grounds the framework well with previous work on context/context-awareness. As
explained in the previous chapter, the latter context categorization approach is
interested in the context information sources. The handset-based measurement
method enables a diverse set of context information sources. We feel that the division
to profiled, sensed and derived contexts suits well the nature of the handset-based
measurements. Usually a handset-based data collection effort includes a pre and/or
post questionnaires assigned to the users, and in addition many platforms provide a
possibility for pop-up questionnaires (i.e., experience sampling) to the users’ devices
in order to collect profiled context information. The handsets are sensor-rich devices
and thus very suitable for collecting sensed context information. Finally, many
research efforts have tried to analyze and combine data from different sensors and
user provided data to come up with derived context information. Rather than
categorizing context, [Van Bunningen, 05] classifies context categorization schemes
into two categories: conceptual and operational. Conceptual categorizations are based
on the meaning and conceptual relationships between the context, whereas operational
categorizations are based on how context were acquired, modeled, and treated.

Figure 1: End user context classification framework and several example context
elements placed on the framework
As can be seen from Figure 1, the main construct of the framework is a two
dimensional matrix where, inspired by [Van Bunningen, 05], we have Conceptual
perspective on the horizontal axis and Operational perspective on the vertical axis.
Following [Schmidt, 99] the Operational perspective of the end user context is a
combination of Personal and Environmental contexts. Personal context includes
information about the end User, the end user’s Social Environment and the end user’s
Activities/Tasks. Environmental context includes information about the physical
Conditions and computational Infrastructure of the environment the end user is in and
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information about the end user’s Location. Similar to [Dey, 01b], information about
the location is deemed to be more than just a point in a two-dimensional space.
Following [Henricksen, 04], from the Operational perspective the end user
context is a combination of Manually Provided, Sensed, and Derived contexts.
Related to handset-based measurements, Manually Provided context information can
be collected from paper- or web-based questionnaires assigned to participating users,
so called pop-up questionnaires pushed to the users’ handsets, or from applications
such as calendar or phonebook which have information added by the user. Manually
Provided context information requires an extra effort to collect and will have
inaccuracies due to human errors. Sensed context information can be acquired from
the data provided by different sensors on the handset, such as coordinates from GPS,
acceleration from accelerometer or a list of surrounding WiFi beacons sensed by the
device’s WiFi antenna. Sensed context information is relatively easy to collect after
the data collection platform is up and running. Inaccuracies result, e.g., from sensor
errors and failures and network disconnections. Derived context information can be
acquired by applying different derivation methods to the raw sensed and/or manually
provided context information. For example, [Reddy, 10] uses a combination of
accelerometer and GPS data and a decision tree classification approach to derive
different transport modes (still, walking, running, biking, motor vehicle) of users.
Another example is inferring semantic place information (e.g., at home or at work),
by using mobile network cell ID and WiFi data and a heuristic place detection
algorithm [Soikkeli, 11] or cell ID data with an additional user input [Bayir, 10].
Derived context information is probably the most difficult to produce since it requires
the development and usage of some derivation method. Inaccuracies rise not only
from inaccuracies of the underlying raw data, but also from the derivation process
itself.
The framework has also a third dimension composed solely of one context
category, Time. The whole situation of the end user, including all elements in the
framework, can be described as a snapshot in time or as a time period. Nature of some
of the elements is more dynamic than that of others and their state changes more
frequently. As handset-based data accumulates during the data collection period, the
time dimension provides also end user context history. In principle the time
dimension can be thought to consist of the past (context history), the present (current
context), and the future (forecasted context based on the past and present context
information). In practice every handset-based data point is accompanied by a
timestamp. Out-dated or incorrectly time-stamped data can cause inaccuracies in
context inference.
To put shortly, in the proposed end user context classification framework a
single context element is positioned based on its nature related to the (i) Conceptual
and (ii) Operational (i.e., information source) perspectives of end user context. Figure
1 shows examples of different end user context elements that can be acquired already
or quite possibly in the foreseeable future with handset-based measurements. The
elements are positioned according to the framework. It is possible that data of namely
the same context element are pursued through different sources. For instance,
semantic places can be derived or asked directly from the user. In some cases an
element can have also a personal and environmental aspect at the same time. For
example, noise level can describe the environmental conditions, as well as the social
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group dynamics related to the end user. Objectives of a practical use case determine
then the final position.
The proposed framework attempts to clarify the use of the term end user context
in handset-based studies and bring the term to the practical level. It leans against the
most used general definitions of context related to context-awareness research, but
also takes into consideration the operational and practical side of acquiring context
information from handset-based data. Unlike the previous approaches, our framework
brings together the conceptual and operational perspectives of end user context into a
coherent whole. While the conceptual perspective facilitates understanding the
conceptual relationships within end user context, the operational perspective permits
us to assess the challenges and opportunities related to the data acquisition and
utilization. For example, the quality, cost and usability of contextual information
depends on the acquisition technique. The effort of acquisition, subsequent
data/information processing and related privacy issues might vary considerably. By
integrating the perspectives, it is possible to model end user context and its utilization
more accurately.

4

Expressivity of the framework

In this chapter we showcase the expressivity of the end user context framework
through three example types: (i) assessment of end user privacy, (ii) view on the
mobile end user context research domain through the framework, and (iii) two
individual handset-based study cases positioned on the framework.
4.1

Privacy assessment

End user context in mobile services is one of the most privacy sensitive issues in the
evolving information society and a potentially large legal problem. The same
properties that make the data collected from smartphones a very interesting research
subject, raise many problems about privacy. Information privacy is inherently bound
with (i) control, i.e., who controls what information [Ackerman, 01], and (ii) users’
concerns for privacy depend on what information they are asked to give up
[Ackerman, 99]. The end user context classification framework is very suitable for
examining the privacy issues related to contextual end user data. The Operational
perspective of the framework can be used to shed light on the ownership and control
dynamics related to the data. The Conceptual perspective, on the other hand, is
concerned on what information can be collected and thus enables examining privacy
concerns related to the different context types. Together the two perspectives give
richer insight on the complex matter of end user privacy than the perspectives alone.
4.1.1

Operational perspective

A report related to personal data by World Economic Forum [WEF, 12] brings up
three types of personal data: volunteered (comes directly from the individual),
observed (a result of a transaction between an individual and an organization, e.g., the
individual’s location during a phone call), and inferred (output of data analysis,
combination and mining, i.e., derived from volunteered and observed data). The types
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are nicely comparable with the Operational perspective of the end user context
classification framework where manually provided, sensed and derived correspond to
volunteered, observed and inferred, respectively. The report discusses the different
personal data types from privacy, and especially, control perspective. Many of these
insights are in line with the Operational categories in the context framework. Table 2
describes the ownership and control dynamics related to contextual end user data.
Operational perspective

Context

Description

Manually
Provided

Sensed

Derived

Manually Provided context information is produced and given by
the end user. Thus the user might feel high sense of ownership
and control towards the data (even regardless of who actually
legally owns the data). Normally when collecting such data, an
explicit consent for further use of the data is asked from the user.
Sensed context information is produced by the sensors in the
user’s device. The sensors sense the user’s context, but when
purposefully collecting the data, usually some other
party/organization(s) provide(s) the means for collecting and
storing the data. In this case the sense of ownership and control
moves towards the organization that captured the data. A
possibility exists that the users do not fully comprehend the types
and amount of data captured about them since they are not
involved hands-on in producing the data.
Derived context information is produced from Manually
Provided and Sensed information by using relevant deriving
methods. In addition to providing means for collecting and
storing data, the organization(s) involved provide(s) also the
deriving methods and perform the derivation. The methods might
be results of extensive research efforts. Thus, the sense of
ownership and control shifts even more away from the user and
towards the organization. For-profit organizations generally see
the analytics and insights derived from the data as a proprietary
asset. The derived information can reveal even highly intimate
insights about the user, but often the user’s sense of direct control
and awareness remains quite limited. A concern also arises if the
derivation produces false results and the user is described
incorrectly. This might lead to difficult consequences if someone
then acts upon the incorrect information.

End user’s sense
of ownership and
control
High

Moderate

Low

Table 2: Operational perspective for end user privacy assessment, and description of
ownership and control dynamics related to contextual end user data
4.1.2

Conceptual perspective

From privacy perspective the different types of data that can be used to describe an
end user’s context are relatively diverse. Table 3 describes, through the conceptual
context classification, the differing privacy issues, and with the help of previous
research considers especially end users’ willingness to disclose the different types of
data.
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Conceptual perspective
Personal
Context
Description

User

Social
Environment

Activity/Task

Direct information about the User is somewhat bipartite. According to
[Ackerman, 99] and [Phelps, 00], demographic information such as
age, name or marital status are given out with smaller concerns
whereas, e.g., the social security number and information on income
or health had much higher thresholds for disclosure. Normally the
identity of the user is anonymized, but as argued, e.g., by [Ohm, 10]
sophisticated deanonymization methods can undermine this approach.
Information about the Social Environment of the user raises the issue
where the end user is not the only one whose privacy is at stake. If, for
example, Bluetooth scans, video clips or audio records connect the
information also to other individuals, how much should these
individuals have ownership or control over the information?
According to [Wagner, 10], users are more cautious to explicitly
disclose others’ location information than their own, however the
users might not be aware of all the information they disclose of others.
Based on [Ackerman, 99] users were more uncomfortable disclosing
any type of information about a child in their care compared to their
own information.
Information about Activities/Tasks of the user can shed light on the
user’s lifestyle. According to, e.g., [Ackerman, 99] and [Phelps, 00]
information on lifestyle, such as favorite hobbies, magazines, TV
shows, snacks and leisure activities had quite a low threshold for
disclosure (comparable, for example, to age information).

Infrastructure

Location

High or Low
(bipartite)

?
(Lower than
for directly
own
information)

High

Willingness
to disclose

Environmental
Context

Conditions

Willingness
to disclose

As stand-alone information the environmental Conditions do not tell
that much about the user herself. It is mainly environmental
information that cannot be influenced by the user. Combined with
other information it, however, can reveal some of the user’s habits, but
the assumption is that this information has a relatively low threshold
for disclosure.
Information on computational Infrastructure is privacy-wise
presumably quite close to the environmental Conditions. Information
related, for example, to the state of the cellular network is something
that the user cannot directly influence (except by choosing the service
provider). Information about the user’s device is closer to the user and
can reveal at least some preferences of the user. According to
[Ackerman, 99] users were relatively willing to disclose information
about their computer.
Privacy issues related to Location information are considered quite
pressing, since by just tracking a user’s whereabouts surprisingly
much can be inferred regarding the user and her way of life (see, e.g.,
[Gasson, 11], [King, 11]). Based on previous research on location
sharing such as [Consolvo, 05] and [Wagner, 10]: (i) Inquirer of the
location information matters. This boils down to whom to trust, and to
perceived harms to the user from disclosing. (ii) If the user perceives
the information useful for the inquirer she discloses, otherwise not.
(iii) If the user decides to disclose location information, she prefers
precise information (more useful for the inquirer). (iv) Users would
actually want to disclose additional information of, e.g., activities to
explain why they are at a certain place.

High

High or
Moderate

High or Low
(bipartite)

Table 3: Conceptual perspective for end user privacy assessment, and a brief
examination on end users’ willingness to disclose contextual data
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4.1.3
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Temporal perspective

Temporal information, depicted by the Time axis in the context framework, is also an
important aspect when considering information privacy issues. It defines the point in
time or the time period through which the context information on the other axes is
valid. As the temporal information gets more granular, it combined with the other
context information reveals more and more of the habits of the user. Temporal
information is often a necessary component in turning Manually Provided and Sensed
information towards Derived information, and thus provides means for loosening the
user’s grip of control to the personal information. In addition, temporal information
enables the construction of a user’s context history, which in turn can be used in
attempts to predict the future contexts of the user.
Privacy related to mobile end user context information is a sensitive and
complex issue. As a whole it is an ambiguous entity, which needs to be split into parts
for analysis. The end user context framework helps in this by considering the
important aspects of data ownership and control, and end users’ concerns regarding
what to disclose. Together these give guidance on what to privacy wise expect when
considering collecting certain types of data with certain methods. This is more diverse
insight than can be achieved with many of the previous frameworks or conceptual
models (e.g., [Henricksen, 04], [Schmidt, 99]). Of course the important questions
related to the inquirer of data and perceived usage of the data [Adams, 00], [Lederer,
03], as well as the users’ data-for-service trade-off preferences [Smith, 11] remain
largely unanswered here. These, however, well largely from the perceived objectives
of the data collecting and using entities.
4.2

Previous handset-based studies placed on the framework

The framework is also suitable for examining the broader state of the end user context
oriented handset-based research activities in the light of context elements covered.
Figure 2 shows a set of studies or handset data acquisition and usage activities
(indicated by the numbers linked to the references) placed on the framework. The
positions indicate which types of context elements the study has contemplated. Thus,
one study appears in as many categories as there are context elements considered in
the study. This is not an attempt to fully cover the research in this particular domain,
but to just display some of it on the framework.
The positioning shows how some studies cover only a few categories whereas
some others are slightly more ambitious in terms of the context coverage. However,
none of the works does not, and obviously cannot, cover the context or situation of the
user as a whole. On the broader level, it is quite evident that, at least among these
studies, the Location context is the most popular topic of handset-based context
research. This is not a surprise since the whole context-awareness research initially
started more or less just as a location-awareness research [Schmidt, 99] and location
is one of the easiest context elements to identify and measure [Kaasinen, 03]. It is also
quite noticeable, and not surprising, that the main body of the studies shown here
center around the Sensed context. The nature of handset-based measurements is
automated sensing and collecting objective data without much user participation.
Manually Provided context data has often been the result of adjunct basic information
questionnaires to the users, and only more recently the data collection platforms have
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started to provide better, inbuilt, tools for added user participation. Derived context is
the result of a derivation process and thus it is not as straightforward to acquire as the
basic sensed data. However, Derived context is probably the most interesting area
research-wise.
Positioning the studies both from the Conceptual perspective as well as the
Operational perspective provides a possibility to examine what has been data
acquisition wise attempted, and by what means. In several studies the context(s) of
main interest are more high-level than the basic Manually Provided or Sensed. These
contexts appear, as mentioned, on the Derived context part of the framework. It is
interesting to see with one glance from what type of base data different studies have
derived the higher-level contexts. This kind of knowledge on the state of the art helps,
for example, in planning similar future studies.

Figure 2: Handset-based studies placed on the framework
4.3

Single study cases

In this section we pick two of the studies classified above for a closer inspection in
order to examine the benefits of the framework on a single study level. First, we take
a look at [Karikoski, 13]. According to the authors: “The purpose of this article is to
study how use context affects the usage patterns of smartphone communication
services.” However, the authors do not claim to capture the whole situation or context
of the end user. The context element of main interest in the article is semantic place,
which includes: home, office, other meaningful place (e.g., a place for a hobby),
elsewhere and abroad. Also, the activities of app usage, calling and messaging are
monitored. The work utilizes handset-based measurements to collect data on mobile
users’ locations and app usage and communication patterns. Figure 3 shows, on the
end user context classification framework, the context elements acquired and used in
the study.
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To get a hold on the semantic place of the users, Sensed context data regarding
the approximate location of the users were collected. Namely, the network cell IDs
the users’ phones were connected to, and nearby WLAN access points were sensed.
Then a special purpose algorithm was utilized to derive the semantic place from the
sensed (and time-stamped) data. Only after these operations, the article finally
concentrates on its main problem, i.e., analyzing smartphone communication patterns
in the different semantic places.

Figure 3: End user context elements used in [Karikoski, 13]
Next, we take a look at [Shin, 12]. In the article the authors “first analyse the context
in which mobile apps are used… [and] then create an application that predicts app
usage based on [contextual information]”. The authors claim to capture a wide range
of contextual information and this is, indeed, true. However, the view to the end
users’ whole situation is still limited. The context elements acquired for the analysis
include, for example, GPS coordinates, cell IDs, WLAN access points, acceleration
and phone battery status, among others. Figure 4 shows all the context elements
acquired on the end user context framework. In the article the authors are interested in
a wide range of Sensed context elements. They use handset-based measurements to
acquire data on these elements and then study the importance of different elements for
predicting future app usage. Building on this knowledge, the authors construct
context-aware naïve Bayes based predictive models for predicting which apps the end
user is likely to use next. Finally, the authors develop a context-aware home screen
application, which dynamically organizes the apps on the phone’s home screen based
on the likelihoods of user using the apps next.
The two studies considered are partly similar and partly quite different. As similarities
go, both are interested in end user context’s effects on smartphone usage. [Karikoski,
13] has mainly an interest towards examining user behavior in certain pre-defined
contexts. As can be seen from Figure 3, the work is rather selective from the
Conceptual perspective, i.e., on “general” context types. The research setting is such
that it examines the effect of one type of Environmental context (Location) on one
type of Personal context (Activity). The User context has only a supporting role. From
the Operational perspective the work relies on raw Sensed data and computational
methods for deriving the desired high-level context. By filling gaps appearing on the
framework, future work could gain more insight and reliability. The Social
Environment in the form of nearby people could be an important factor in the usage of
communication services. A training set of Manually Provided semantic place data, on
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the other hand, could help validate the semantic place derivation methods. However,
limitations on resources and technology always exist.

Figure 4: End user context elements used in [Shin, 12]
The end goal in [Shin, 12] is to build a context-aware application utilizing the
most suitable contexts from the application’s perspective. Reflecting on Figure 4, the
work is rather comprehensive from the Conceptual perspective. The research setting
is such that it tries to cover a wide range of general context types for evaluation. From
Operational perspective the work narrows down quite heavily towards the Sensed
context. Obviously, the sheer volume of the context elements makes an automated
approach (from researcher and from end user side) most attractive. The authors also
asked in interviews some information on the users’ semantic places for a bit more
insight. The end results of the work, i.e., the app prediction results are acquired by
derivation (by machine learning methods). For future considerations, the wide range
of general context types and context elements inside them, narrowed to be acquired
by sensing, implies a lot of sensor activity. Battery consumption wise this might
become a problem in real world applications.
The framework can also help in the planning phase of the studies. The goals of a
study in mind, the framework can first act as a checklist for required context
elements. Then by linking the elements to the Conceptual and Operational
perspectives it is possible to assess the to-be-acquired data in terms of, e.g., effort and
costs of acquisition, accuracy or privacy. Manually provided data may be tedious to
collect, but sometimes a necessity for validating other data, for example. Acquiring
Sensed data requires initial technical effort and data processing capabilities, but
rewards with granular, and relatively objective and accurate data. If it turns out that
the goals of the study require, e.g., more abstract information than directly available
from Manually Provided or Sensed data, necessary derivation capabilities need to be
acquired. Also, privacy assessments such as in [Section 4.1] can reveal aspects on
efforts and costs of data collection.
Although the end user context framework proposed in this work rises mainly
from context considerations linked heavily with the usage and operation of mobile
devices (e.g., smartphones) themselves, handset-based measurements and the
framework can be utilized also in other fields. For example, mobile marketing
[Kurkovsky, 06], social psychology research [Miller, 12], ubiquitous health
monitoring [Milosevic, 11], and urban planning [Reades, 07] and transportation
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studies [Calabrese, 11] are recognized to benefit from handset-based and contextual
data. Linking consumers’ preferences (manually provided or sensed) to, e.g., location
(sensed or derived) and buying habits (derived) opens up new avenues for mobile
marketing. Social psychology research has traditionally relied on pen and paper type
of questionnaires and laboratory studies. Smartphones can be used to replace pen and
paper in acquiring manually provided data, while ubiquitously sensing the context of
a study participant provides undoubtedly new opportunities. Ubiquitous health
monitoring where the patients, in addition to manually provided data (e.g., with a
smartphone), are also ubiquitously monitored by sensors (both personal and
environmental contexts) provides new opportunities for preventive healthcare,
patient-doctor interaction and reacting on emergencies. Detailed handset-based data
on people’s locations, movements, transportation modes, and other contexts provide
big opportunities for better urban and public transportation planning.

5

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we proposed an end user context classification framework for handsetbased studies. The motivation for such a framework rises from the somewhat
ambiguous usage of the term context in handset-based and context-awareness
research. Our end user context classification framework is positioned with the
existing and most used context-awareness and ubiquitous computing related context
definitions. It represents a broad picture of handset-based end user context by
classifying elements of context we have identified as being possible to infer from
handset-based data at the moment and in the foreseeable future. With the help of the
framework it is possible to communicate clearly, which particular context elements
are under scrutiny in a certain study and how the elements are related to the broader
context or the situation of an end user. Also, the framework facilitates more precise
planning of context data acquisition activities by relating conceptual context types to
operational aspects of context data collection. The framework is intended to help also
other stakeholders, such as service providers and application developers, to identify
research most relevant for their particular needs.
In the framework we represent the end user context in three dimensions:
Conceptual perspective, Operational perspective, and Time. The Conceptual
perspective of end user context is divided first into Personal and Environmental
contexts. One step further divides Personal context into context elements
characterizing the end User herself, the Social environment of the end user, and
Activity/Task of the end user. Environmental context is divided into environmental
Conditions surrounding the end user, computational Infrastructure available, and
Location of the end user. The Operational perspective of end user context is divided
into Manually Provided, Sensed, and Derived contexts. Manually Provided
information comes directly from the end user, Sensed information comes from
different sensors available in the end user’s handset, and Derived information is a
result of a derivation process, which uses Manually Provided and/or Sensed
information as an input. The Time dimension takes into account the temporal
dynamics of end user context and provides context history, valuable especially in
acquiring Derived context information. We also apply the proposed framework, in an
example-like manner, to assess privacy issues related to end user context, to show
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what type of context elements previous handset-based studies have examined, and to
study individual research cases through the lens of the framework.
In addition to being end user centric, the present work is also quite heavily
mobile handset-centric. Thus far, the smartphone has been on the cutting edge of
collecting end user context information. In the future, for example, wearable devices
and the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm might change this. From the perspective of
the proposed framework, wearable devices are possibly even a more accurate proxy
for measuring the end users’ context. However, the wearable devices might be less
suitable for Manually Provided context. IoT can provide additional external sensors
for Environmental context sensing. With multiple devices providing the context
information, the Operational perspective of the framework could be modified to
distinguish a set of different devices. Also, in the IoT paradigm the context of the
things (the different devices) is seen important. The proposed framework could adapt
to this, for example, by replacing the user’s Personal context by sort of a device (or
thing) context, i.e., the device’s personal context.
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